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In this study, I have investigated interstellar molecular clouds and specifically three fields mapped
with the Planck satellite and Herschel Space Observatory at radio and sub-millimeter wavelengths:
G131.65+9.75, G108.28+16.68, and G161.55-9.30. In these fields, four cloud cores were selected for
closer investigation. The molecular line observations at 13CO, C18O, and N2H+ were made with
the 20-m radio telescope in Onsala Space Observatory, Sweden. Also, data from Herschel Space
Observatory was used. The molecular line observations were used for the study of cloud morphology
and kinematics. The hydrogen column densities were estimated from both the molecular line and
the dust continuum observations. Radiative transfer models were created for both the continuum
and line data.
The molecular line emission maxima were approximately where the dust continuum emission max-
ima were. The molecular line observations indicate that the studied cores are quite stable and show
low turbulence. No clear detections of outflows were found in any of the cores. The column densities
estimated from the dust continuum observations were 1 - 5 times the column densities derived from
the molecular line observations. The column densities derived from the molecular line observations
were also considerably lower than what is expected for protostellar cores. When comparing the
masses estimated from the molecular line observations to virial and Bonnor-Ebert masses, the mass
estimates were considerably lower and it seems that the cores are not on the verge of collapsing. The
column density estimates derived from dust emission, however, are in line with the ones expected
from prestellar cores and even in the light of the molecular line observations, there is no reason to
doubt these data. Clearly, some more research in this area is needed to confirm, for example, the
molecular depletion as an explanation of the apparent discrepancy between the continuum and line
data.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Scientific Background: Properties of Molecu-
lar Clouds and Prestellar Cores
Star formation is a process that includes a complex mixture of gravity, turbulence,
rotation, radiation, thermodynamics and magnetic fields. However, the details of
the process are still unknown despite a fair amount of observational and theoretical
studies. The relative importance of these factors depend on the initial conditions in
the prestellar cores, where the actual star formation takes place.
1.1.1 Classification of Clouds
Molecular clouds are a part of the interstellar medium (ISM), that consists of bary-
onic matter, electromagnetic radiation, gravitational field, and magnetic field. The
matter that resides in the ISM is mostly gas (≥99 % by mass), but also dust and
cosmic rays. By mass 70 % of the matter is hydrogen, 28 % helium, and 2 % heavier
elements like oxygen, carbon, and nitrogen. The gas in the ISM has di erent phases.
First, there are regions of di use, hot, ionized gas which forms a network of stellar-
wind bubbles and supernova remnants. Second, there is warm, partially ionized
gas which fills most of the volume of the Galactic disc that is outside the regions
filled with the hot di use gas. Third, there are clouds of warm or cool, neutral,
and mainly atomic gas, and finally, clouds of cold, dense, and mainly molecular gas.
1
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These phases are summarized in table 1.1 (Stahler & Palla, 2004; Ward-Thompson
& Whitworth, 2011).
Table 1.1: Phases of the ISM (Stahler & Palla, 2004)
Phase ntot
(cm≠3)
T
(K)
M
(109 M§)
f
Molecular > 300 10 2.0 0.01
Cold neutral 50 80 3.0 0.04
Warm neutral 0.5 8 ◊ 103 4.0 0.30
Warm ionized 0.3 8 ◊ 103 1.0 0.15
Hot ionized 3 ◊ 10≠3 5 ◊ 105 - 0.50
The dust particles make only ≥1 % of the mass of the ISM in the Milky Way,
but they are significant for the physics and observations of the molecular clouds.
The dust particles mixed with the gas cause extinction, especially at optical wave-
lengths but also at varying degrees throughout the electromagnetic spectrum (see
e.g., Stahler & Palla 2004). If this is not taken into account, the object is either given
too small a luminosity or placed at too great a distance. Also, when light interacts
with the dust grains, it becomes reddened. Both of these e ects (extinction and
reddening) are quantified as a function of wavelength by the interstellar extinction
curve. Extinction has been derived from observations and an example can be seen
in figure 1.1. The solid line in the figure is from the observations and the dashed line
shows separately the expected e ect of graphite. As can be seen from the figure,
when the wavelength is longer, the dust opacity is generally smaller.
The composition of dust in the ISM varies, but all dust models include graphite
particles. Each grain consists of a core, which is relatively dense. In the dense and
cold cores of molecular clouds a grain may become surrounded by an icy mantle
as the gas molecules start to freeze onto the cold dust surfaces. A rough estimate
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Figure 1.1: Example of the extinction curve (Mathis et al., 1977)
for the upper limit grain size in the normal interstellar medium is ad ≥ 0.1 µm.
Mathis et al. (1977) found the grain size distribution to be quite broad, with an
approximate power law dependance n(a) Ã a≠3.5 for all grain types. However,
because of the mid-infrared emission observed by, e.g., the IRAS satellite, the grain
models include also small grains (0.01-0.1 µm). These undergo stochastic heating
where the temperature can occasionally rise to hundreds or even thousands of degrees
and their emission can be detected down to mid-infrared wavelengths.
The e ciency of star formation in molecular clouds is not very high; only
about 10-25 % of the gas in the dense cloud filaments will form into stars. The
filaments, however, are the places where the e ciency is at its highest. The filamen-
tary distribution of gas is something that remains throughout the process of star
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formation (see e.g., Hartmann 2002; Leisawitz et al. 1989; Tachihara et al. 2002).
The observed mass spectrum of density enhancements (cores or clumps identified
from the molecular line observations) approximate the stellar initial mass function
(see e.g., André et al. 2010; Motte et al. 1998). This suggests a close link between
cloud properties and star formation.
Cloud type classification is always somewhat arbitrary in nature. The classi-
fication by Stahler & Palla (2004) includes four types of clouds: di use ISM, giant
molecular clouds, dark clouds, and dense cores/Bok globules. Of these, the dark
clouds are further divided into cloud complexes and individual clouds. The di erent
properties of these types can be seen in table 1.2. The di use clouds are relatively
isolated and rich in atomic and molecular hydrogen. These clouds contain only a
small part of the whole interstellar gas, and have not been detected to produce any
stars.
The terminology is not yet settled and in many places the terms molecular
clouds and dark clouds are used interchangeably. Stahler & Palla (2004) have de-
fined the dark clouds as clumpy structures with filaments and other inhomogeneities
that are enclosed in an envelope of atomic hydrogen. This applies to both cloud
complexes and individual dark clouds, and they mainly di er in that a dark cloud
is an individual clump in an atomic hydrogen envelope while the envelope of a dark
cloud complex includes several clumps. These dark clouds can reside inside a giant
molecular cloud, as do the dense cores, which are the smallest of these entities. The
dense cores are the places where the actual star formation takes place.
Bergin & Tafalla (2007) have presented an even clearer classification which
only includes some of the classes discussed before. They use only three classes, since
the di use interstellar medium is not really interesting concerning star formation.
Their classification can be seen in table 1.3. This is comparable to the classification
presented above, but it is a top-down approach. Basically, in this classification the
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Table 1.2: Physical Properties of Molecular Clouds (Stahler & Palla, 2004)
Cloud Type AV
(mag)
ntot
(cm≠3)
L
(pc)
T
(K)
M
(M§)
Examples
Di use 1 500 3 50 50 “ Ophiuchi
Giant Molecular Clouds 2 100 50 15 105 Orion
Dark Clouds
Complexes 5 500 10 10 104 Taurus-
Auriga
Individual 10 103 2 10 30 B1
Dense Cores/Bok Globules 10 104 0.1 10 10 TMC-1/B335
largest entities are molecular clouds. They have clumps, which are smaller in size
and mass, and finally, cores, which are the densest parts of clumps making them the
smallest of the three. Thus, the higher the density, the smaller the structures are.
That is why the cores are sometimes called dense cores even if their mean density is
only about 104 - 105 molecules/cm3. They are dense compared to their surroundings
as the average cloud density is only about 500 molecules/cm3. Also, the term core
is usually reserved for gravitationally bound entities. Tables 1.3 and 1.2 are rather
similar: what is a dark cloud complex in table 1.2 is a cloud in table 1.3, what is an
individual dark cloud in table 1.2 is a clump in table 1.3, and finally dense cores in
table 1.2 are obviously cores in table 1.3.
There are also other, but very similar classifications (see e.g., McKee & Os-
triker 2007). Other classifications may di er on which classes they include, but
the consensus is that the main classes are clouds, clumps and cores, even if they
sometimes have di erent names.
The molecular clouds are concentrated in the discs of galaxies. In the Milky
Way star formation concentrates especially in the spiral arms of the Galaxy. The
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Table 1.3: Properties of dark clouds, clumps, and cores (Bergin & Tafalla, 2007)
Clouds Clumps Cores
Mass (M§) 103 - 104 50 - 500 0.5 - 5
Size (pc) 2 - 15 0.3 - 3 0.03 - 0.2
Mean density (cm≠3) 0 - 500 103 - 104 104 - 105
Velocity extent (km s≠1) 2 - 5 0.3 - 3 0.1 - 0.3
Crossing time (Myr) 2 - 4 ¥ 1 0.5 - 1
Gas temperature (K) ¥ 10 10 - 20 8 - 12
Examples Taurus, Oph,
Musca
B213, L1709 L1544,
L1498, B68
clouds occupy only a small part of the volume of the ISM, but comprise a significant
portion of its mass. The molecular clouds consist mainly of H2. Their size and shape
vary, but they usually have a filamentary structure, highly irregular edges, and range
in size from ≥0.1 pc to ≥50 pc in diameter (see table 1.2). They are generally not
spherical but more elliptical or irregular in shape. The density enhancements in the
molecular clouds develop into stars or stellar clusters (see e.g., Burkert & Hartmann
2004; Tachihara et al. 2002).
1.1.2 Larson’s Relations
Larson (1981) identified some of the key features of giant molecular clouds which
are often referred as Larson’s laws or relations. These laws are: 1) molecular clouds
obey a line-width - size relation, 2) they are gravitationally bound, and 3) they all
have similar column densities (see also McKee & Ostriker 2007). These relationships
are not independent and any two imply the third.
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the first law: velocity dispersion is dependent on the
size of the cloud. The scale used is logarithmic and the figure gives the measured
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velocity dispersion as a function of cloud diameter. The correlation is clearly seen
Figure 1.2: Velocity dispersion as a function of cloud diameter (Larson, 1981)
in figure 1.2 and Larson (1981) observed the relation to be ‡ Ã L0.38. The observed
relation is actually very close to the Kolmogoro  law ‡ Ã L1/3 for subsonic turbu-
lence, which suggests that molecular clouds and their subregions are subsonically or
only mildly supersonically turbulent. The corresponding relation between velocity
dispersion and mass can be seen in figure 1.3. For mass, Larson (1981) observed the
relation to be ‡ Ã M(M§)0.20. These relations of velocity dispersions to size and
mass hold for the whole cloud, but also for the subregions of an individual cloud or
a cloud complex.
Larson’s relations are purely empirical. Basically, they state how the masses,
the radii, and the velocity dispersions of molecular clouds relate to each other. In a
recent book Ward-Thompson & Whitworth (2011) have stated the relations based
on the current conception which does not greatly di er from Larson’s findings. The
correlation between velocity dispersion and radius is
‡ Ã R0.5, (1.1)
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Figure 1.3: Velocity dispersion as a function of the cloud mass (Larson, 1981)
and the relation between velocity dispersion and mass is
‡ Ã M0.25. (1.2)
This gives the relation between mass and radius
M Ã R2, (1.3)
from which the relation for density can be derived, when ﬂ = M/R3
ﬂ Ã R≠1. (1.4)
These equations have been found to give a reasonably good fit on the size scales
from 0.05 to 100 pc.
The second law states that the giant molecular clouds are gravitationally bound
and approximately satisfy the virial theorem1. Most regions Larson (1981) studied
had not collapsed very much since their formation even though there was a varying
amount of gravitational contraction. Based on this observation he concluded that
1see chapter 1.1.3
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along with gravity, turbulent hydrodynamics play an important role in the formation
of substructures in molecular clouds. For the virial ratio2 Larson (1981) found the
relation
2GM
‡2L
Ã L(pc)0.14. (1.5)
This relation can be seen in figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Virial ratio as a function of cloud diameter (Larson, 1981)
Finally, the third law states that all giant molecular clouds have similar column
densities. The found relation between column density and size was
Èn(H2)Í(cm≠3) Ã L(pc)≠1.10. (1.6)
For this relation the average density was calculated for a sphere with mass M and
diameter L. However, smaller column densities have been observed in the outer
Galaxy (Heyer et al., 2001), and Larson also notes that this relation might be due
to limitations in the available observation techniques.
2see chapter 1.1.3
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Figure 1.5: Column density versus region size (diameter) (Larson, 1981)
1.1.3 Stability of Cores
The Jeans mass is a critical mass, which, if exceeded, should cause a collapse of the
cloud. This would happen if the cloud is only thermally supported. The Jeans mass
can be calculated as
MJ =
3
ﬁkTK
µmHG
41.5
ﬂ≠0.5 = 18M§T 1.5K n≠0.5 , (1.7)
where TK is the kinetic temperature (K), ﬂ is the mass density (g cm≠3), and n
is the total particle density (cm≠3). There are some problems with the use of the
Jeans mass as the critical mass, however. In particular, no uniform static clouds
have ever been observed. Molecular clouds tend to have substructures, clumps, and
filaments. Also supersonic turbulence has been observed in the clouds and that can
provide significant additional support against gravity. Thus, Jeans mass is still not
a su cient answer for cloud stability.
One of the key concepts concerning cloud stability is the virial theorem. Here
is only given the equation for the theorem, for the derivation see e.g., Stahler & Palla
(2004) and Ward-Thompson & Whitworth (2011). According to the virial theorem
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the virial mass and virial parameter can be calculated. These help us determine
the nature of core stability. Virial mass seems to also work better as a critical mass
when looking at cloud stability. The virial theorem is in essence
1
2 I¨ =  G + 2K = 0 (1.8)
where I¨ is the second derivative of the moment of inertia of the cloud,  G is the
cloud’s self-gravitational potential energy, and K is the net translational kinetic
energy of the particles of the cloud due to random thermal motions and bulk motions,
such as turbulence and rotation.
For a spherical cloud the kinetic energy is 12M‡2 and the self-gravitational
potential energy is ≠2GM2L . When these are substituted into the virial theorem we
get the virial mass:
Mvir ≥ ‡
2L
2G . (1.9)
If the cloud’s mass is close to the virial mass, the cloud is in a virial equilibrium.
If it exceeds the virial mass, the cloud will collapse unless it has another mode of
support. If the mass of the cloud is less than the virial mass, it is not gravitationally
bound and without external pressure for support, it will disperse.
The virial parameter (Bertoldi & McKee, 1992) measures the ratio of the total
kinetic energy and the gravitational energy of a core
–vir © 5‡
2R
GM
. (1.10)
This means that –vir = 1 for a uniform, unmagnetized gas sphere in virial balance,
i.e., when the gravitational energy becomes comparable to the kinetic energy. When
the virial parameter –vir ∫ 1, self-gravity is not su cient to make the core collapse
and the core needs to be confined by surface pressure to make it stable.
When the core has no other form of support and has a significantly greater
mass than the virial mass (–<1), the core will collapse due to self-gravity. The
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shortest possible time scale of this collapse is called the free-fall time scale and is
given by
tff =
3 3ﬁ
32Gﬂ
40.5
= 3.4◊ 107n≠0.5years. (1.11)
Alternatively, if the mass of the core is much less than the virial mass, the core will
disperse in the absence of external pressure by the dispersion time scale tdisp ƒ R‡ .
Core stability can also be investigated with Bonnor-Ebert spheres which are
isothermal gas spheres that are bound by external pressure and are in hydrostatic
equilibrium. They have been used to reproduce the column density profiles of cold,
dense cores (e.g., Alves et al. 2001; Kandori et al. 2005). The Bonnor-Ebert (BE)
spheres satisfy the Lane-Emden equation:
1
›2
d
d›
A
›2
dÂ
d›
B
= exp(≠Â) (1.12)
where › is the dimensionless radius and Â is the logarithmic density contrast Â(›) =
≠ln ﬂﬂc . A mass can also be calculated for the BE spheres and this BE mass can be
used as an alternative to the virial mass (for derivation see e.g., Stahler & Palla
2004). The critical BE mass is
MBE ¥ 2.4RBE a
2
G
(1.13)
where RBE is the BE radius, G is the gravitational constant, and a is the isothermal
sound speed
a =
Û
RT
µ
(1.14)
where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, and µ is the mean particle weight.
1.1.4 Physical Properties of the Cores
Before the actual stars are formed, a gravitationally bound core is formed in a
molecular cloud. These are often referred to as prestellar cores. The core evolves
towards a higher condensation, eventually leading to the formation of a protostellar
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object. Studying prestellar cores thus gives us insight on the initial conditions of
star formation.
How the prestellar cores actually form is under debate at the moment. The
central role of self-gravity is evident, but the roles of the magnetic field and tur-
bulence are still controversial. Currently, core formation is understood to happen
either through linear or non-linear turbulent perturbation that initiate the forma-
tion (see e.g., André et al. 2009). These models are divided further depending on
the magnetic field and if it is dynamically dominant. I will not go further into the
core formation in here, except to acknowledge, that the turbulence seems to have
an important role in it. Di erent core formation models have been discussed, e.g.,
by Padoan & Nordlund (2002), Bate & Bonnell (2005), Klessen & Burkert (2000),
Tilley & Pudritz (2004), and Vázquez-Semadeni et al. (2005). More observations
are still needed to estimate the role of the magnetic field in core evolution. The
problem with these observations is, that they tend to miss the densest part of the
cores (Bergin & Tafalla, 2007).
Like molecular clouds, prestellar cores vary greatly in size and mass. Generally
the cores are around 0.1 parsecs in diameter and about 5-10 M§ in mass. There
are also bigger and more massive cores, but small cores are far more common. The
mass of the born stars is very similar to the mass of the prestellar core, and the
stellar initial mass function (IMF) and prestellar core mass function resemble each
other very much (see e.g., André et al. 2009; McKee & Ostriker 2007). This suggests
that the mass required for the formation of individual stars is already there at the
prestellar core.
The prestellar core is mainly identified from its density, i.e. the core is denser
than its surroundings. The mean density of a core is 104 - 105 molecules per cm≠3.
This exceeds the density of the surrounding gas by a factor & 5-10. The observed
density profiles for the cores tend to be flattened in the middle. Alves et al. (2001)
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mapped the B68 globule and were able to fit the Bonnort-Ebert density profile,
which actually has a flattening middle, to it almost perfectly. This has raised ques-
tions, though, as the Bonnor-Ebert sphere is truly isothermal and only supported
by thermal pressure. Prestellar cores are usually more complex than the simple
Bonnor-Ebert spheres.
Prestellar cores are also colder than their surroundings. The typical core tem-
perature is ≥10 K, while the surroundings are warmer ≥15-20 K. The equilibrium
between heating and cooling is what regulates the kinetic temperature of the gas and
dust inside the core (see e.g., Bergin & Tafalla 2007; Juvela et al. 2011a). Heating
happens mostly due to cosmic rays (photoelectric heating due to the external UV
field being important only at cloud surfaces) while cooling is mainly caused by line
radiation from the molecules. The collisions of gas and dust particles start the ther-
mal coupling at typical core densities &105 cm≠3 and this leads to the converging
of the two temperatures. This process will heat or cool the gas depending on the
di erence of the gas and dust temperatures. Whether the gas and dust temperatures
actually converge enough to equalize, depends on the exact density of the core and
the external radiation field (Galli et al., 2002).
The internal velocity motions are slow in prestellar cores compared to molec-
ular clouds as a whole. Despite the low speed, they are complex, and there is no
single dominant element (see e.g., Bergin & Tafalla 2007). Broadening of the thermal
line-width has usually been interpreted as caused by turbulence, but other velocity
patterns can also cause broadening. Rotation in prestellar cores seems also to be
slow, which is in line with the observed rotation in molecular clouds as a whole
(Arquilla & Goldsmith, 1986; Heiles & Katz, 1976).
Velocity changes that indicate an outflow are seen as a possible sign of a pro-
tostellar source in a core. This is because young stellar objects can cause very
powerful winds and jet-like outflows. Besides rotation and outflows, inward motions
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are a typical velocity pattern in the cores (see e.g., Bergin & Tafalla 2007). These
are seen as self-absorbed spectral line profiles with a red-shifted dip and a brighter
blue peak that can signify a subsonic contraction of the core. In addition, other ve-
locity patterns have been suggested to explain the line broadening, e.g., asymmetric
velocity fields with inward and outward motions (Lada et al., 2003), residual internal
motions from asymmetric contraction (Keto et al., 2006; Tafalla & Santiago, 2004),
and relative velocities between the core and the surrounding interstellar medium
(Walsh et al., 2004).
Prestellar cores are known to have a very low level of turbulence and subsonic
internal motions. In turbulent regions Larson’s law for the line-width - size relation3
generally applies, although this might not be so within individual cores or clumps
(McKee & Ostriker, 2007). Also, when the internal turbulence in the core is su cient
compared to the self-gravity, the core will disperse instead of collapsing to form stars.
Because molecular line observations of prestellar cores rely on low-abundance
tracers4, chemistry plays an important role (see e.g., Tafalla 2011; Ward-Thompson
& Whitworth 2011). The chemistry a ects, e.g., the ionization level and the micro-
physics of the molecular cloud. Changes in ionization level a ect the magnetic field
which can have slowing e ect on the collapse that forms the star. Not all the e ects
of chemistry are understood well, especially the e ects on the cloud’s ability to cool
and radiate away its internal energy, which are required processes for the collapse
of the core and subsequently the star formation.
In the prestellar phase, the dominant processes a ecting chemistry are the
molecular freeze-out and deuterium fractionation (see e.g., Bergin & Tafalla 2007;
Tafalla 2011). In the freeze-out molecular species deplete from the gas phase by
freezing onto the dust grains. This depletion can have a great e ect on the line
intensities and profiles. For example, the N2H+ and deuterated species are enhanced
3see chapter 1.1.2
4see chapter 1.1.5
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due to the CO freeze-out. The N2H+ chemistry is actually dominated by the decrease
of CO and this is why N2H+ is significantly more abundant in the dense cores in
gas phase than at typical core densities. The CO depletion is also expected to
cause deuterium fractionation. The ion molecule reactions pass the deuterium atom
to di erent molecular species, in particular to CO and DCO+, and when the CO
depletes, the D atom is passed on to produce species like H2D+, D2H+, and D+3 .
1.1.5 Observations of Cores
Observations of molecular clouds and cores rely on information from extinction, dust
continuum emission, and molecular lines (see review e.g., Bergin & Tafalla 2007;
Evans 1999). Extinction can be measured to some extent on optical wavelengths,
but near-infrared observations can give more detailed information on regions of
high column density that at optical wavelengths are completely opaque. Extinction
can be derived from observations of scattered light, when light scattering is the
dominant contributor of surface brightness (Juvela et al., 2008). Extinction has
also been mapped with the star counting method (e.g., Cambrésy 1999; Dobashi
et al. 2005). The mapped extinction can be used to identify the clumps and to
derive hydrogen column densities for the mapped region. The column densities
are estimated by assuming a relationship between extinction and hydrogen column
density (Hildebrand, 1983).
Radio observations are important in molecular cloud observations. Millimeter
and submillimeter dust continuum observations are complementary to extinction
observations. These observations are used for mapping the thermal dust emission
that depends not only on column density but also on the dust temperature. The
dependence on temperature is linear if the observations are inside the Rayleigh-Jeans
limit, and exponential if they are on the Wien side of the blackbody curve. For the
temperatures of molecular clouds, ≥15 K, the peak of dust emission spectrum is
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around ≥200 µm. Dust continuum observations also give estimates of the dust
volume, and if the grain density and gas-to-dust ratio are assumed, the total cloud
mass can be determined. The column densities can be derived from the continuum
observations as long as su ciently long wavelengths are used for the observations.
However, the estimation of dust temperature also requires observations in several
wavelengths.
Molecular line observations are used to observe the gas component in the
molecular clouds. They are used for additional information on cloud components:
the velocity structure, density, temperature and chemical composition. The most
abundant molecule is H2. However, H2 is very di cult to observe, since it is a
homonuclear diatomic molecule, i.e., it has no permanent electric dipole moment
and its electric dipole transitions are forbidden. Usually carbon monoxide (CO) or
its isotopomers, like 13CO and C18O, are used as a tracer of the molecular gas instead
of H2. The CO molecule and its isotopomers are relatively stable and have higher
abundance than most molecules. They also have a small dipole moment and a large
moment of inertia, which means that the energy levels of CO and its isotopomers
are closely spaced and easily excited at low temperatures. The lines are at radio
wavelengths and the lowest transitions can be easily observed from the ground.
1.2 Aims of This Work
In this study my aim has been to discover the conditions which lead to star forma-
tion in interstellar clouds. For this purpose I have compared molecular radio line
spectrum and dust continuum emission observations. In the interpretation of the
data I used i.a. a numerical model of radiative transfer.
The Planck satellite has performed an all-sky survey to map anisotropies of
the cosmic microwave background, and at the same time it is providing maps of
Galactic molecular clouds including data on thermal dust emission from molecular
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clouds within the Milky Way. From these data more than 10,000 compact cold
sources have been detected. A large fraction of the sources are believed to be
prestellar cores. Detections have been confirmed with Herschel for the most reliable
sources5.
In this study, three fields of those already mapped with Herschel at wavelengths
100-500 µm, were chosen for closer investigation. The fields are believed to represent
an early prestellar phase of star formation. These regions were mapped in the
13CO(1-0) spectral line using the Onsala 20-m radio telescope. Across these 13CO
maps were observed strips of C18O(1-0) lines, and N2H+ was observed in the center
position. The aims of the observations were to determine the physical parameters
of the gas component, examine the stability of the cores, and measure molecular
depletion. More precisely, (1) to estimate core stability from line-widths based on
kinematic and turbulent support, (2) to look for outflows as first signs of protostellar
activity, (3) to measure velocity gradients within the cores and relative velocities
of substructures, (4) to determine the column density of C18O (and 13CO) and to
compare it with column densities derived from submillimeter dust emission, and (5)
to estimate the column density of N2H+ across the clumps (Juvela et al., 2011b).
A further aim of this work was to compare the molecular line data with the dust
emission and with theoretical models. The Herschel dust continuum data from the
selected fields were used for the comparisons. Although some analysis had already
been done for the Herschel data previously, new analysis is presented here.
5See chapter 2.2 for more information.
2. Observations and data
reduction
2.1 Molecular line data
The molecular line observations for this study were made in Onsala Space Obser-
vatory, Sweden, in February 2012 using the 20-m radio telescope. Three fields were
selected from dust continuum emission maps observed with Herschel. These fields
were G131.65+9.75 (from which two di erent areas were mapped), G108.28+16.68,
and G161.55-9.30. The observed lines were 13CO(1-0), C18O(1-0), and N2H+(1-0) at
the frequencies 110.2, 109.8, and 93.2 GHz. Larger areas were mapped in 13CO, and
one-dimensional strips across these maps were observed in C18O. Because no N2H+
lines were detected, this was measured only from the original center point, except
for field G161.55-9.30 where the measured point was at o set (20, 20) arc seconds.
There were some problems with bad weather, and the integration time estimates
on the observation request were quite optimistic, thus, the sizes of the maps were
adjusted. The observation summary can be seen in table 2.1.
The sources selected for observations contain cold compact dust clumps. They
are located in the Milky Way at galactic latitudes b = 9 - 17 degrees, which ensures
minimal confusion from background emission. While these sources have a general
cometary or filamentary morphology, the submillimeter data show that at small
19
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Table 2.1: The summary of observations: The table lists the four target positions, cloud distances,
core coordinates, area selected for the 13CO (1-0) mapping, and number of positions for which the
C18O(1-0) and N2H+(1-0) was observed.
Field d
(pc)
–
(J2000)
”
(J2000)
13CO
(arcmin2)
C18O
(pos.)
N2H+
(pos.)
G131 N 400 02 40 03.3 +70 43 20.1 6.79 4 1
G131 S 400 02 40 11.2 +70 36 09.5 8.89 7 1
G108 450 21 09 08.6 +72 53 43.2 8.01 7 1
G161 350 04 16 15.3 +37 45 35.0 2.22 5 1
scales the clouds are fragmented to several cores. The cloud in G131.65+9.75 has a
cometary shape and is at about a distance of 400 pc. Part of this cloud was mapped
in 13CO at Onsala in 2010. The area mapped before is shown as a color scale image
in figure 2.1. In the same figure, the plan for February 2012 observations can also be
seen. The mapping was extended to the southern tip of the cloud and the northern
part was observed in C18O and N2H+. Due to bad weather the plan was revised
and a smaller area mapped for each field. In figure 2.1 the actual mapped area in
13CO is the red, smaller rectangle. Figure 2.2 shows maps of the other two fields:
G108.28+16.68 and G161.55-9.30. The G108.28+16.68 cloud in figure 2.2(a) is likely
to be associated with the Cepheus complex. Thus, it is at a distance of 450 pc. For
this field the plan was changed from the original one and the black rectangle was
mapped instead of the planned white one. The G161.55-9.30 cloud in figure 2.2(b)
is at a distance of 350 pc, near the Perseus OB2 CO complex. This field is part of
a longer filament that is broken up in clumps at Herschel resolution.
The telescope used was the OSO 20-m telescope. It is a mm- and cm-wave
antenna enclosed in a radome. Because of the radome, the wind speeds and sun do
not cause any restrictions on the use of the telescope. The telescope is an elevation-
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Figure 2.1: The field G131.65+9.75. The color image is the 13CO(1-0) line area from Onsala
observations in 2010. The contours show the intensity of the 250 µm dust emission measured with
Herschel (Juvela et al., 2011b). The rectangle shows the area planned for 13CO mapping, the
smaller rectangle the revised plan, and the circles show the positions of the two C18O strips.
azimuth mounted Cassegrain antenna. It has a diameter of 20.1 m, surface accuracy
of 130 µm (rms), and pointing accuracy of 3" rms in Az and El. For 86 GHz (for
N2H+) the half power beam-width is 44" and the main beam e ciency is 0.65. For
109 GHz, (for 13CO and C18O) the half power beam-width is 35" and the main beam
e ciency is 0.45 (Johansson & Olofsson, 2010).
With this telescope the calibration used is the chopper wheel method. The
intensity scale of the spectrum is given in T úA. For the conversion of the intensity scale
to the main beam brightness temperature scale the intensities need to be divided by
the main beam e ciencies (Johansson & Olofsson, 2010). Calibration observations
were made every day after sunrise and sunset. The main calibration source was
R Cassiopeiae, line SiO. U Orionis, with the same line, was also used.
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(a) G108.28+16.68: plan of observations (b) G161.55-9.30: plan of observations
Figure 2.2: The Herschel 250 µm surface brightness maps of G108.28+16.68 in figure 2.2(a) and
G161.55-9.30 in figure 2.2(b) (Juvela et al., 2011b). The rectangles show the areas selected for
13CO(1-0) mapping and the circles show the positions of the C18O strips. The plan for the field
G108.28+16.68 changed and the black rectangle shows approximately the actual mapped area.
Also for G161.55-9.30, the smaller rectangle shows the revised plan.
The backend instruments include two reconfigurable hybrid autocorrelators
and a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrometer. These can all run simulta-
neously. In this study the available spectrometers, the broadband autocorrelator
(RCC) Æ 1280 MHz (corresponding to a velocity coverage of 3300 km s≠1 at 115
GHz), and the FFT spectrometer for resolutions of 12 and 61 kHz at 100 and 1000
MHz bandwidths, respectively, were used (Johansson & Olofsson, 2010). The data
used in the study, however, is the RCC data, since it seemed to yield better results.
The telescope o ered three observational methods: beam switching, position
switching, and frequency switching (Johansson & Olofsson, 2010). In this study all
the observations were made with a frequency switching method with a frequency
throw of 10 MHz. Of the o ered modes frequency switching is the most e cient con-
sidering the signal-to-noise ratio, provided that the signal and reference frequencies
both fall within the band of the spectrometer.
The expected noise for the 13CO line was ‡TMB = 0.27 K, for the C18O line
‡TMB = 0.18 K, and ‡TMB = 0.08 K for the N2H+ line at a velocity resolution of
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 v ≥ 0.14 km s≠1. The expected noise levels were reached as the observed noise for
the 13CO line was on average ‡TMB ≥ 0.22 K, and the observed noise for the C18O
line was on average ‡TMB ≥ 0.05 K. For the N2H+ line no signal was detected in
the selected fields. The upper limit 1-‡ was 0.03 K for the field G108.28+16.68 and
0.03 K for the northern and 0.04 K for the southern part of G131.65+9.75, for the
field G161.55-9.30 the upper limit 1-‡ was 0.09 K. Thus, the expected noise level
was reached for N2H+ as well.
The data was reduced with GILDAS/CLASS software package1. The fre-
quency switched spectra were folded and the spectral baselines were modeled and
subtracted using third order polynomials, except for C18O for which fifth order
polynomials were used. The reduced spectra can be seen as grids for each field in
appendix A.1. Also some examples of individual spectra for 13CO and C18O can be
seen in appendix A.2. Brightness, velocity, and line-width maps were made from
the 13CO line data and these maps can be seen in chapter 4.1.
2.2 Herschel data
From the Planck all-sky submillimeter/millimeter survey and from the IRAS sur-
vey, the coldest sources had been determined, and the Cold Clump Catalogue of
Planck Objects (C3PO) has been put together (see e.g., Planck Collaboration et al.
2011b,c,e). The C3PO is the first all-sky catalogue of cold dust sources. This does
not, however, provide a complete sample of cold sources in the Galaxy due to the con-
fusion of the Galactic plane and the fact that only sources that are colder than their
background can be distinguished. The photometrically reliable catalogue includes
7608 sources and their flux densities, temperatures, angular extents, ellipticities and
column densities have been estimated from spectral energy distributions. For a sub-
sample of 2619 sources the estimations for distance, physical size, mass, and average
1Institut de Radioastronomie Millimétrique (IRAM): http://iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
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density have also been found. Most of these sources are described as cold clumps,
which is something between a molecular cloud and a dense core2. The Early Cold
Clumps Catalogue (ECC) is a subset of 915 samples of C3PO, and it contains only
the most reliable detections (Planck Collaboration et al., 2011c,e). The value of
these new catalogues is, that, in addition of cataloguing more cold sources in the
Galaxy than previously known, the sources are distributed over the whole sky.
The Planck detections of selected cold cores have been confirmed with the
Herschel Space observatory observations. The aim of the Herschel observations is
to examine a representative cross section of the source population of cold cores
observed with Planck and determine the physical properties of these cores. The
Herschel results suggest that many of the sources are already past the prestellar
phase (Juvela et al., 2010). The regions with large temperature variations might
give warmer average temperatures, but even the clouds in active star formation
have significant amount of cold dust in colder subregions (Juvela et al., 2011a).
In the latest study, a sample of 71 fields at a distance ranging from ≥100 pc to
several kiloparsecs were mapped with the Herschel SPIRE instrument, and these
data, together with AKARI and WISE infrared data, were used to confirm the
presence of cold dust. The source masses ranged from 10 M§ to clouds with masses
greater than 104 M§. Typically the estimated dust temperature was 14 K or below
suggesting no significant internal heating. Most fields had a filamentary structure
which was fragmented into clumps. The widths of the filaments were typically ≥0.2
- 0.3 pc and in about half of the observed fields point sources were found in mid-
infrared indicating active star formation. However, the cold dust still dominated the
submillimeter spectra in these active star formation areas (Juvela et al., 2012b).
The data used here were observed with the Herschel SPIRE instrument and
they consist of maps of 250, 350, and 500 µm surface brightness. The observations
2see chapter 1.1.1
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were made between November 2009 and May 2011. As mentioned in chapter 1.2,
the data reduction for these data had already been done previously and here is given
only a summary of these reduction steps. The reduction was completed using the
Herschel Interactive Processing Environment HIPE v.7.0 and the o cial pipeline.
The resulting maps are the product of direct projection onto the sky and averaging
of the time ordered data. In order of wavelength, the resolutions of the maps are
18", 25", and 37", respectively (Juvela et al., 2012b).
The study relies on the Herschel calibration of the data. The accuracy of the
calibration is expected to be better than 7 %. For the determination of the absolute
zero point of the intensity scale comparisons with Planck data complemented with
IRIS version of the IRAS 100 µm data were also made by Juvela et al. (2012b).
The linear correlations between the Herschel and reference data were extrapolated
to zero Planck (+IRIS) surface brightness. From the formal errors of these fits, the
uncertainties for the o sets were derived, and they were typically ≥1 MJy sr≠1 at
250 µm and smaller at longer wavelengths, corresponding to lower surface brightness
levels. The quality of the linear correlation between the Planck and Herschel data
can be a ected by color correlations. The first color corrections were made with an
assumption of a constant color temperature of 15 K, and o sets were later reassessed
using the actual color temperature estimates (Juvela et al., 2012b). In this study the
absolute zero points are not used. Instead, the background emission is subtracted
using local reference areas selected from within each field.
3. Methods
3.1 Estimation of column density from the molec-
ular line data
The column density calculations in this study are based on the article by Myers
et al. (1983). They used the pairing of 13CO and C18O lines - as I did in this study -
instead of 12CO and 13CO, because the C18O is nearly always optically thin, and in
contrast the 13CO line is optically thick in many molecular clouds and thus relatively
insensitive to column density. After the reduction all observed lines were fitted with
a Gaussian function unless they were obviously not Gaussian in nature. Even in this
case the peak velocity, the intensity, and the full width at half-maximum (FWHM)
were recorded. From the data analysis the optical depth at the peak of C18O line,
·18, the excitation temperature of the C18O line, T18, and the column density of the
C18O in the cloud, N18, were calculated.
Excitation temperature, Tex, is defined through the Boltzmann equation which
is only applicable in a thermodynamic equilibrium. It is defined so that the occu-
pation numbers of two states can be written as:
nu
nl
= gu
gl
e≠(Eu≠El)/kTex (3.1)
This is called the Boltzmann distribution. If the excitation temperature is valid for
all states, the gas is in local thermodynamic equilibrium.
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To derive ·18 from the molecular line observations of 13CO and C18O the fol-
lowing assumptions were used (Myers et al., 1983):
1. The product of beam e ciency, ÷b, and filling factor,  , is equal for the C18O
and 13CO line.
2. The excitation temperature, T18, of the C18O line is equal to the excitation
temperature, T13, of the 13CO line. The likely di erence in the true values of
T13 and T18 is expected to be comparable to, or less than, the uncertainty in
the deduced values due to noise in the spectra.
3. The density of 13CO in the J = 1 state is greater than the density of C18O in
the J = 1 state by the ratio 13C16O/12C18O = 5.5. This corresponds to the
ratio of terrestrial abundances.
4. The velocity gradient of the observed lines of 13CO and C18O is the same for
each cloud:
 V18
L18
=  V13
L13
(3.2)
where  Vi (i = 13 or 18) is the line-width and Li is the line-of-sight extent of
the emitting gas.
The optical depths for 13CO, ·13, and C18O, ·18, can be related using assumptions
2, 3, and 4
·13 = ·18
n13(J = 1)
n18(J = 1)
L13
L18
 V18
 V13
J(T18)
J(T13)
. (3.3)
In this equation J(T ) = T0[exp(T0/T )≠1]≠1, where T0 = 5.27 K for C18O and 5.29 K
for 13CO, and according to assumptions 2 and 3, ·13 = 5.5 ·18. Further, according
to assumption 1 and the radiative transfer equation, the ratio of line intensities can
be derived as
(T úA)13
(T úA)18
= 1≠ exp(≠5.5·18)1≠ exp(≠·18) . (3.4)
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The equation 3.4 gives the range for the ratio of the antenna temperatures of 13CO
and C18O
1 Æ (T
ú
A)13
(T úA)18
Æ 5.5. (3.5)
This applies as ·18 decreases from optically thick to optically thin values. After
deriving the ratio of the line intensities, the radiative transfer equation is solved to
obtain the excitation temperature for C18O
T18 = T0
Y][ ln
SU1 + T0
J(Tb) + (T úA)18/(÷b )(1≠ e≠·18)
TVZ^\ , (3.6)
where Tb = 2.7 K.
Assuming a Gaussian line shape, the column density of C18O in the J = 1 state
is derived from the definition of the optical depth by Myers et al. (1983) as
N18(J = 1) = 3.86◊ 1014·18J(T18) v18cm≠2 . (3.7)
This expression was also used for non-Gaussian line C18O shapes. To get the total
C18O column density, N18, the column density of the J = 1 state is multiplied by
the classical partition function ratio
f≠11 =
 JmaxJ=0 (2J + 1) exp[≠hBJ(J + 1)/kT18]
3 exp[≠2hB/kT18] , (3.8)
where B is the C18O rotation constant, 54.89 GHz. In a realistic situation Myers
et al. (1983) noted that T18 is likely to decrease with increasing J. The error was
estimated to be ≥15 % which is comparable to the uncertainty due to noise as a
single value for T18 is used, and is relatively small for dark cloud temperatures. To
derive the total column density of H2, the column density of C18O, N18, is multiplied
by the assumed ratio of the H2 and C18O fractional abundances, 107.
Based on the four assumptions above and the calculation of ·18, T18, N18, the
corresponding values for 13CO can be calculated from the following equations:
·13 = 5.5·18 , (3.9)
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T13 = T18 , (3.10)
and
N13 = 5.5
 V13
 V18
N18 . (3.11)
This method Myers et al. (1983) used is more accurate in estimating optical
depths and excitation temperatures than LTE with some assumed excitation tem-
perature, but it is also more limited in its application. It is useful for visually opaque
regions without significant internal heating.
3.2 Estimation of column density from the
Herschel dust continuum data
The column density can be calculated from the dust observations as well. The
observed intensity can be stated as:
I‹ = B‹(T )(1≠ e≠· ) (3.12)
where I‹ is the intensity at a frequency ‹, B‹(T ) is the black-body brightness of the
object as a function of brightness temperature and · is the optical depth. One must
note that the equation assumes a homogeneous source. In the far-infrared and at
longer wavelengths the optical depths of the clouds are much below one. Therefore,
from the equation 3.12 we can approximate e≠· with Taylor series. This results in
e≠· = 1≠ · +O(· 2) ¥ 1≠ · . Also, · can be written as
· = Ÿ‹ ◊N(H2) (3.13)
where Ÿ = 0.1(f/1000.0 ◊ 109)2.0 cm2/g, where f is the frequency. The constant
2.0 is the fixed spectral index, —. While it may vary from source to source, the
value 2.0, used in this study, is consistent with many observations (Beckwith et al.,
1990; Boulanger et al., 1996; Hildebrand, 1983; Planck Collaboration et al., 2011a).
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N(H2) is again the column density of hydrogen. From this we can derive
I‹ = B‹(T )· = B‹(T )Ÿ‹N(H2) (3.14)
and finally the column density
N(H2) =
I‹
B‹(T )Ÿ‹
(3.15)
The derived column densities from molecular lines and dust can be used to
calculate the mass and density of a cloud or a core. The greatest di culty in finding
the mass of a cloud is, in fact, that hydrogen is almost impossible to observe directly
with our current methods. The calculation of mass can be seen from the equation
3.16
Mc = N(H2)◊ ﬁR2 ◊ 2.8u
M§
(3.16)
where R is the radius of the core, 2.8 is the average particle mass per H2, and u
is the atomic mass unit which equals 1.6605 ◊ 10≠24g. The average density, n, is
calculated using the hydrogen column density
n = N(H2)2.0R (3.17)
where the core diameter 2.0R is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) from the
Herschel column density map. For more detailed review of the cloud masses and
especially dust masses in relation to cloud masses, see Hildebrand (1983).
4. Results
4.1 Molecular line data results
After the molecular line data was reduced, the spectra were fitted with Gaussian
lines to derive estimates of the main beam temperature, line velocity, and line-
width. Below are the maps of these parameters for the three fields. For the field
G131.65+9.75 only the southern part was mapped in 13CO now as the northern part
was already mapped in 2010. This is why only the southern part is shown here. This
southern part 13CO peak main beam temperature map can be seen in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: G131.65+9.75 (south): 13CO (1-0) peak main beam temperature map
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In figure 4.1 the center point (o set 0,0) is at 2h40m11.2s, 70¶36’09.5". The
area in the figure has been specified with o sets in arc seconds. The antenna tem-
perature is corrected using the same main beam e ciency for all fields, 0.45 for
13CO and C18O and 0.65 for N2H+. The highest temperatures found were ≥3.1 K,
and the lowest ≥0.4 K. I also determined the line velocities and lined-widths which
can be seen in figure 4.2. The same center point and o set information applies to
these maps as to the first map of 13CO in figure 4.1. The velocities ranged from
-9 to -8 km s≠1 and the line-widths were quite narrow, ≥1 km s≠1.
Figure 4.2: G131.65+9.75 (south): maps of central velocity (on the left) and line-width (on the
right) for the field G131.65+9.75
Both for the northern and the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, col-
umn densities were calculated from the observations. For the northern part I only
had four useful measurements: on the center position, which was at 02h40m03.30s,
70¶43’20.1", and at o sets (-20, 20), (20, -20), and (40, -40). The density in the
center position was higher than in its neighboring positions, but in the outer posi-
tion (40, -40) the column density was almost identical to the center position varying
only ≥1 %. For all positions the assumed excitation temperature, Tex = 10 K,
was used to calculate the hydrogen column density. Only for the position (-20, 20)
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the excitation temperature could be calculated from the observations. In this case
the calculated excitation temperature was 23.8 K, which is quite high. The col-
umn densities calculated, using the assumption Tex = 10 K, were in the range
2.3 ≠ 2.6 ± 0.7 ◊ 1021 cm≠2. Where the excitation temperature was calculated the
column density was 5.3± 2.0◊ 1021 cm≠2. At the same point when the assumption
was used the column density was 2.3◊ 1021 cm≠2.
The uncertainties were calculated using the Monte Carlo method. In accor-
dance with the measured values, the peak main beam temperatures of 13CO and
C18O and the C18O line-width, and their uncertainties (assuming these are nor-
mally distributed), one hundred random realizations of the input parameters were
generated and the corresponding column densities calculated. The error estimates
of the column density were calculated as the standard deviation of these values.
On the southern part, altogether seven points were measured. The measured
points were the center point (0,0) and the o sets (-100, 100), (-80, 80), (-60, 60),
(-40, 40), (-20, 20), and (20, -20). Where the excitation temperature could be
calculated the column density was about 1 ◊ 1021 cm≠2 higher than when the
assumption Tex = 10 K was used. The calculated column densities were in the
range 2.2≠ 3.3± 0.7◊ 1021 cm≠2, and when the assumption was used, the range
was 1.1≠ 2.4± 0.4◊ 1021 cm≠2.
The mass and average density of the cores were also calculated for both the
northern and southern part of the field. In the north, there was no calculated
excitation temperature for the center point, so only the assumed temperature could
be used. The core radius was 0.6 arc minutes, and the cloud’s distance was already
estimated in previous studies as 400 pc. The core mass was found to be 0.9 ±
0.2 M§ and the average core density 5.9± 1.3◊ 103 cm≠3. For the southern part I
could also calculate the excitation temperature and corresponding column density
estimate. Estimated core radius of 0.3 arc minutes and distance of 400 pc were
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used in both calculations. When the excitation temperature was calculated from
observations, the calculated mass was 0.18 ± 0.04 M§ and the average core density
1.4± 0.3◊ 104 cm≠3. If the assumed excitation temperature, Tex = 10 K, was used,
the mass was 0.12 ± 0.02 M§ and the average core density 9.3± 1.2◊ 103 cm≠3.
For the field G108.28+16.68 two Gaussian lines were fitted, so for this field
there are two maps for each case, one for each line. Note, however, that the two
component fit is not necessarily reliable at every point. First, in figure 4.3, the 13CO
peak main beam temperature maps can be seen. The center point is 21h09m08.6s,
72¶53’43.2", and as before, the o sets are in arc seconds. The highest tempera-
Figure 4.3: In the figures are the peak main beam temperature 13CO (1-0) maps of the field
G108.28+16.68. The two frames correspond to the two velocity components, higher velocity com-
ponent on the left.
tures found were ≥1.9 K for the higher velocity component and ≥1.7 K for the
lower velocity component, and the lowest temperatures were ≥0.4 K and ≥0.5 K,
respectively. The velocity maps and line-width maps were also plotted for the field
G108.28+16.68. The velocity maps and the line-width maps can be seen in figure 4.4.
The velocities were ≥ -4.5 km s≠1 for the higher velocity component, although there
was some variation from -5 to -4 km s≠1. For the lower velocity component, the ve-
locities varied more and were in the range from -4.3 to 0.6 km s≠1. The line-widths
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for both components were mostly around 1 to 2 km s≠1, but there were a couple of
concentrations of wider lines as well, possibly due to noise.
Figure 4.4: In the figures the upper maps are the line velocity maps and the lower maps are the
line-width maps of the field G108.28+16.68. The two velocity components correspond to figure
4.3, the higher velocity component on the left.
Column densities, mass, and average density were calculated also for the field
G108.28+16.68. The measurements were made from seven positions: the center
position (0, 0) and the o sets (-20, 20), (0, -20), (0, 20), (20, 0), (40, 0), and
(60, 0). In only one of the positions, (20, 0), the excitation temperature could
be calculated from the observed lines. In this case, the estimated column density
was 4.1± 4.0◊ 1021 cm≠2. The calculated excitation temperature for one of the
components was 40 K. Such a high value is improbable (especially as it was not
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corroborated by a high dust temperature) and the resulting column density should
be treated with caution as can be seen from the error margin as well. The column
densities calculated using the assumed excitation temperature were more moderate
and fell into the range of 1.0≠1.8±0.5◊1021 cm≠2. The center was not the densest
position according to these estimates and the column densities varied from position
to position without a clear pattern.
The mass and column density could be calculated only by assuming the excita-
tion temperature, Tex = 10 K, because no solution for the optical depth calculation
was obtained for the core center. For this field the core radius was estimated to be
0.9 arc minutes, and the distance used was the 450 pc estimated in previous studies.
The result for the mass was 1.3± 0.2 M§ and for core density 2.3± 0.4◊ 103 cm≠3.
The last field in this study is the G161.55-9.30, which has an o set (0, 0) at
4h16m15.3s, 37¶45’35.0". The 13CO peak main beam temperature map for this field
can be seen in the figure 4.5. The highest temperatures found were ≥4.0 K, and
the lowest ≥1.8 K. The velocity and line-width maps can be seen in figure 4.6. The
velocities vary from -1.9 to -1.2 km s≠1 and the line-widths from 1.0 to 1.9 km s≠1.
Figure 4.5: G161.55-9.30: 13CO peak main beam temperature map
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Figure 4.6: G161.55-9.30: 13CO velocity and line-width maps
For the field G161.55-9.30, column density was calculated for five positions:
the center position (0, 0), and the o sets (-40, -40), (-20, -20), (20, 20), and (40, 40).
The excitation temperature could not be calculated for any of these positions. For
this field the C18O line clearly had two components and so two Gaussian lines were
fitted. With the assumed excitation temperature, Tex = 10 K, column densities
ranged from 0.9 to 1.4± 0.4◊ 1021 cm≠2 with the center position having the lowest
column density. As in the other fields there was no clear pattern to the column
densities for the investigated strip.
The mass and average density for the core G161.55-9.30 was calculated using
a core radius of 0.3 arc minutes and a distance of 400 pc. The mass and column
density for the center position could only be calculated when assuming the excitation
temperature, Tex = 10 K, and the resulting mass was 0.14±0.03M§ and the average
density 2.9± 0.6◊ 103 cm≠3.
N2H+ was not detected in any of the investigated fields. The source S140-IRS,
which is strong in N2H+, was observed to ensure that the receiver performs correctly
and the line intensity was at the expected level (Alonso-Albi et al., 2010). A line
was detected, which can be seen in figure 4.7. In our target fields, only an upper
limit of N2H+ emission could be derived. The upper limit 1-‡ was TMB = 0.03 K
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Figure 4.7: S140-IRS observed N2H+ spectrum in units of main beam temperature
for the field G108.28+16.68, TMB = 0.03 K for the northern and TMB = 0.04 K for
southern part of G131.65+9.75, and TMB = 0.09 K for the field G161.55-9.30.
4.2 Dust continuum data results
In this study I used the Herschel data at 250 µm, 350 µm, and 500 µm. The
dust surface brightness maps can be seen in figure 4.8. The temperatures were
also calculated, and the dust temperature maps can be seen in figure 4.9. Unlike
Juvela et al. (2012b), the local background estimated at the reference regions listed
in table 4.1 was subtracted. These positions were used as a reference when selecting
Table 4.1: Reference areas for each field for the background subtraction. The reference areas
correspond to 1.5’ circles around the given coordinates.
Field – (J2000) ” (J2000)
G131.65+9.75 02 42 10.5 +70 45 20.0
G108.28+16.68 21 08 16.0 +72 51 20.0
G161.55-9.30 04 15 46.2 +37 40 56.2
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Figure 4.8: Background subtracted surface brightness maps from the dust continuum data,
Herschel 250 µm, in units of MJy/sr. On the upper left G131.65+9.75, on the upper right
G108.28+16.68, and on the bottom row G161.55-9.30
the parts of the fields for closer investigation with molecular line observations. The
regions with the coldest dust temperatures were selected which also had the highest
surface brightnesses.
From the Herschel data, column densities were also calculated. The surface
brightness data shown in the maps in figure 4.8 were then convolved to the 500
µm map resolution of 37", which is close to the 35" resolution of the CO maps.
After the background subtraction, the surface brightness data was fitted pixel by
pixel with modified black bodies (equation 3.14), assuming —=2.0. The minimum
temperatures in the chosen areas were 11.4 K and 10.6 K for the field G131.65+9.75
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Figure 4.9: Background subtracted dust temperature maps from the dust continuum data, in
units of K. On the upper left G131.65+9.75, on the upper right G108.28+16.68, and on the bottom
row G161.55-9.30
north and south, respectively, 12.6 K for the field G108.28+16.68, and 12.3 K for
the field G161.55-9.30. Without the background subtraction the temperatures were
≥1 K higher (Juvela et al., 2012b). Finally, the hydrogen column density N(H2) was
calculated according to equation 3.15 assuming the dust opacity (see Ÿ in equation
3.13) (Hildebrand, 1983; Juvela et al., 2012b). The calculated column densities can
be seen in figure 4.10.
The column densities do not vary as greatly as the temperatures when com-
pared to the results of Juvela et al. (2012b). Here, for the northern core G131.65+9.75,
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Figure 4.10: Column density N(H2) derived from Herschel observations for the fields
G131.65+9.75 (upper left), G108.28+16.68 (upper right), and G161.55-9.30 (bottom).
the column density was 1.13 ◊ 1022 cm≠2, while without the background subtraction
the column density was 1.12 ◊ 1022 cm≠2. The respective column densities for the
southern core of the same field were 5.88 ◊ 1021 cm≠2 (background subtracted) and
5.57 ◊ 1021 cm≠2 (with background). For the core in the field G108.28+16.6 the
background subtracted column density was 2.89 ◊ 1021 cm≠2, and for the core in
the field G161.55-9.30 it was 7.63 ◊ 1021 cm≠2.
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4.3 Comparison of the molecular line and dust
continuum observations
The comparison of the column densities calculated from molecular line observations
and the dust continuum observations can be seen in figure 4.11. The black symbols
Figure 4.11: Comparison of the column densities derived from molecular line and dust continuum
observations
are the column densities, where the excitation temperature could be calculated,
but as mentioned previously, these are to be taken with caution, because of the
high excitation temperatures, in some cases up to 40 K, were improbable. The red
symbols are the column densities calculated with an assumed excitation temperature
of 10 K. The di erent symbols represent the di erent fields: The dots are from the
field G108.28+16.68, the triangles are from the north (apex pointing upwards) and
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south (apex pointing downwards) parts of the field G131.65+9.75, and the squares
are from the field G161.55-9.30.
The green line is where all the points would have fallen if the column density
derived from dust continuum observations and molecular line observations would
have been the same. As is seen in figure 4.11, the column densities derived from
the CO lines are almost constant while the column densities from the Herschel data
vary by factor of seven.
4.4 Modeling
The observations were modeled using three-dimensional radiative transfer calcula-
tions. The three-dimensional CRT code (Juvela & Padoan, 2003; Juvela, 2005) was
used to compare the dust observations to the model predictions. First, the column
density was adjusted pixel by pixel by comparing the 350 µm surface brightness
values in the model and in the observations. Along the line-of-sight, the density
distribution was assumed to have a Gaussian shape with FWHM equal to 0.25 of
the linear size of the modeled area. Then the model cloud was heated by an isotropic
radiation field, whose spectrum corresponds to the normal interstellar radiation field
(ISRF) (Mathis et al., 1983). When necessary, the radiation field was scaled by hand
so that the model also approximately reproduced the observed dust spectrum, i.e.,
gave roughly correct values also for the 160 µm and 500 µm surface brightnesses.
In figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 these fits are shown for the fields G131.65+9.75,
G108.28+16.68, and G161.55-9.30, respectively. In the figures are the observed
surface brightness maps, the model predictions, and the relative errors of the model
fit. The relative error is the di erence of the observations and model divided by the
observation, i.e., for 350 µm: (O350-M350)/O350. The ISRF was scaled by 1.0 for
the fields G131.65+9.75 and G108.28+16.68, and by 1.5 for the field G161.55-9.30.
In the figures, the bottom row shows the relative errors for each field: 350 µm, 160
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Figure 4.12: Dust continuum observations compared to a theoretical model, G131.65+9.75.
The frames O160 and O350 are the observed surface brightness maps (MJy/sr) and the frames
M160 and M350 the corresponding model predictions. The center frame shows the column density
predicted by the model and the on the bottom row there are the relative errors, i.e., for 350 µm:
(O350-M350)/O350.
µm, and 500 µm. These are ideally close to zero except in regions of low column
density where the background subtraction makes the relative errors large.
A model was also fitted to the molecular line observations in the center position
of each core. For this the Cppsimu code was used (Juvela, 1997). For the modeling,
the density field obtained from the modeling of the dust emission was used. Thus, the
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Figure 4.13: Dust continuum observations compared to a theoretical model, G108.28+16.68, see
the explanation for di erent frames in the caption of figure 4.12.
modeling of the 13CO (1-0) lines should properly take into account photon trapping
in the cloud. The adjusted parameters were the molecular abundance that a ects
mainly the line intensity and the level of turbulence that determines the observed
line-width. The comparison of the observations versus fitted models can be seen in
the figure 4.15, where a model has been fitted for all the fields and for both north and
south in the case of the field G131.65+9.75. Here, the model was fitted for 13CO and
the levels of turbulence used were 0.5 km/s and 0.35 km/s for G131.65+9.75 north
and south, respectively, 0.4 km/s for G108.28+16.68, and 0.35 km/s for G161.55-
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Figure 4.14: Dust continuum observations compared to a theoretical model, G161.55-9.30, see
the explanation for di erent frames in the caption of figure 4.12.
9.30. The abundance ratios (13CO/H2) used were 0.35 ◊ 10≠6 and 1.8 ◊ 10≠6 for
G131.65+9.75 north and south, respectively, 0.4 ◊ 10≠6 for G108.28+16.68, and
0.35◊ 10≠6 for G161.55-9.30. The model also gave optical depths for all the center
positions which were · = 0.6 and · = 0.1 for G131.65+9.75 northern and southern
core, respectively, · = 0.5 for G108.28+16.68, and · = 1.1 for G161.55-9.30.
Also, a virial mass and a Bonnort-Ebert mass were calculated for each core.
The results with the calculated core mass can be found in table 4.2. The same core
radius and distance were used in calculating the virial mass and Bonnor-Ebert mass
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Figure 4.15: Observed 13CO (1-0) spectra for the center of each core (blue lines) and the model
spectra (red lines). The upper row shows the G131.65+9.75 north and south spectra and lower
row shows the G108.28+16.68 and the G161.55-9.30 spectra, left and right frame, respectively.
as in the actual core mass calculation. The virial and Bonnor-Ebert masses are
roughly in scale with the actual calculated masses as can be seen in table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: The mass derived from line observations, the virial mass, and the Bonnor-Ebert mass
for the core centers
Core center M [M§] MV [M§] MBE [M§]
G131.65+9.75 N 0.9 4.5 1.4
G131.65+9.75 S 0.12 0.4 0.6
G108.28+16.68 1.3 5.8 2.2
G161.55-9.30 0.14 0.5 1.0
5. Discussion
In this study I investigated three clouds that are potential places of star formation to
discover the conditions which lead to star formation in molecular clouds. To study
the conditions in the clouds I used molecular line and dust continuum observations.
Comparing these results showed that even though the results were morphologically
compatible, especially the estimated column densities had significant di erences
between the estimates derived from the molecular line and dust continuum data.
As was noted in chapter 4.1, the 13CO observations are not discussed here
on the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75. The southern part of this field is
pictured in figures 4.1 and 4.2. The 13CO peak main beam temperature map looks
quite consistent with the Herschel dust map, as the maxima of the molecular line
emission are approximately where the dust emission maxima are (see figure 4.9). In
the mid-infrared WISE map, there is a clear point source that coincides with the
cold filament. In the molecular line data there is no indication of an outflow and in
the Herschel temperature map there is also no sign of heating. Therefore, it is not
clear if the point source is associated with the cloud. In figure 4.2, it can be seen that
the line-widths are quite narrow for this field, thus the field is thought to be quite
stable against gravitational collapse with a low level of turbulence. This is consistent
with earlier follow-up studies of Herschel observations (Planck Collaboration et al.,
2011d).
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The spectra of the G108.28+16.68 field had clearly two velocity components
and in consequence two Gaussians were fitted. The 13CO emission maximum was
approximately at the same place as the dust continuum maximum (see figure 4.9).
In the velocity maps in figure 4.4 some velocity changes can be seen, but they are
not strong enough to indicate a protostellar source (i.e., outflow) or rotation, thus
the conclusion is that there are two cloudlets with di erent radial velocities at the
line-of-sight. The line-width maps can be seen in figure 4.4 as well. There is a small
velocity gradient in one of the components, but otherwise no significant variations
are seen in the velocities or line-widths.
As for the other fields, also in the G161.55-9.30 13CO peak main beam tem-
perature map in figure 4.5, the 13CO emission maximum is approximately at the
same place as the dust continuum maximum (see figure 4.9). This has the clear-
est emission maximum of all the observed fields. The velocity map, in figure 4.6, is
quite interesting as a quite strong velocity change can be seen in the right side of the
figure. This is a potential outflow and could indicate a protostellar source. There is
no source seen in the Herschel data, however, thus this could not be confirmed.
The calculated masses and column densities from the molecular line observa-
tions indicate that the selected cores might not be very dense, and subsequently may
not be actual prestellar cores. Myers et al. (1983) found the typical source to have a
column density of N(H2) = 1.1 ◊ 1022 cm≠2, density n(H2) Æ 1.6 ◊ 104 cm≠3, and
mass M Æ 35M§. The lack of N2H+ emission also suggests that the cores are not
very dense and thus not prestellar. The calculated excitation temperatures were in
some cases very high (≥ 40 K) and therefore cannot be totally trusted. The fact
that the excitation temperature could not be calculated in most of the selected po-
sitions could be caused by the abundance ratio of 13CO and C18O that was actually
higher than the assumed upper limit of 5.5. When the extinction, AV , is small, the
abundance ratio can range much above the terrestrial value of 5.5 (Minchin et al.,
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1995). Additionally the assumption of the homogeneous source is inaccurate and
the excitation temperature of C18O is probably below the excitation temperature
of 13CO (and not equal for the two lines as assumed) and drops fast towards the
cloud surface. If the 13CO is optically thick, the observed intensity originates in a
di erent part of the cloud than the C18O. This is significant especially when the
kinetic temperature varies within the cloud (Juvela et al., 2012a).
The continuum data was already reducted and analyzed before this study and
the main conclusions were drawn by Juvela et al. (2012b). Here, instead of using
the absolute values determined with the help of Planck satellite data, the column
densities were calculated with background subtraction. The background subtraction
had no significant e ect on the column densities as can be seen from the column
density figures in chapter 4.2, even if the e ect on temperature was quite significant,
≥1 K. In this study I used the dust continuum data mainly to compare it with the
molecular line observations and models.
As mentioned in chapter 4.3, the column densities derived from the molecular
line observations and dust continuum observations are not equal as can be seen in
figure 4.11. The calculations using molecular lines gave lower results than the ones
derived from the dust continuum observations. One explanation for this could be
that CO has been depleted in these areas and, thus, the column density and the
volume density calculated from CO observations are too low. Another possibility is
that the dust opacity, Ÿ (see chapter 3.2 and equation 3.13), or the spectral index
(—=2.0) used in deriving the column density from the dust continuum observations
is not correct. However, even if the value of Ÿ may be uncertain by a factor of two,
it is unlikely to explain the large observed di erence. Furthermore, I used a Ÿ value
that is often assumed for dense regions. The Ÿ value for the di use medium is lower
and, for Herschel observations, would lead to even higher values of column density.
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Finally, the observations were compared against theoretical models. For the
field G131.65+9.75, it seems that the densest part is actually in the middle of the
field as can be seen in the column density map in figure 4.12. This is also likely
considering that the calculated densities from the molecular lines were not dense
enough for prestellar cores. Looking at the field G108.28+16.68 in figure 4.13, the
observed core seems to be one of the densest structures in the area. This was also
the only field where the column densities derived from molecular lines and dust
continuum seemed to be comparable (see the red circles in figure 4.11), although
even here the column densities derived from the molecular lines were lower. This
was also the case with the field G161.55-9.30, maybe even more clearly than for field
G108.28+16.68, except that here the column densities derived from the molecular
lines and dust were quite di erent. When comparing to a 3D-model, it is important
to note, however, that the radiation field depends on the 3D-shape of the cloud
which cannot be directly measured.
Like in the case of the dust emission model, the model fitted for molecular
lines provided a good fit. This is not surprising, though, since only one line was
fitted for which the height (relative abundance) and width (turbulence) could be
adjusted. Also, because only one line per possible core was fitted, this limits the
generalisations that can be made. However, the fields all seem quite stable with only
low turbulence, which might be a characteristic quality of clumps. To state this for
certain, more studies are still needed.
The virial mass and Bonnor-Ebert mass were also calculated for the investi-
gated cores. If the results are compared to the mass calculated from the molecular
line observations as in table 4.2, it is obvious that the mass of the core is less than
both the virial and Bonnor-Ebert mass. This would strongly suggest that the in-
vestigated cores are not gravitationally bound and will disperse rather than collapse
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and form stars. However, the dust observations still support the original expectation
that these cores are actually dense enough to be prestellar.
Finally, the comparison of all the results from this study, the previous results
from the paper by Juvela et al. (2012b), and the results from the radiative transfer
modeling of the continuum observations can be seen in table 5.1. In the first column
are the results from dust continuum observations analyzed in this study, in the next
column the results from molecular line observations, in the third column the results
by Juvela et al. (2012b) without background subtraction, and finally the results
from the dust continuum simulation. I have also added a core between the north
and south parts of the field G131.65+9.75, since this seemed to be the densest clump
in the field and this can also be seen from the numbers in table 5.1. There were no
molecular line observations for this point, however.
Table 5.1: Comparison of the column densities N(H2) from the di erent methods. All values are
in units of 1022cm≠2.
Core center Results
(dust)
Results
(line)
Juvela et al.
(2012b)
Model
G131.65+9.75 N 1.13 0.259 1.12 1.31
G131.65+9.75 S 0.588 0.177 0.557 0.358
G108.28+16.68 0.289 0.157 0.338 0.147
G161.55-9.30 0.763 0.0852 0.787 0.683
G131.65+9.75 center 1.98 - 1.83 9.86
There is no great variation between the figures, except for the column density
derived from the molecular line observations. Also the model gives a somewhat
higher result for the center core of G131.65+9.75, which suggests that the model
might overestimate the column density. The lower values derived from molecular
lines were already already seen in figure 4.11. For molecular line observations one
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must note, that the column density was derived from the C18O lines and a constant
abundance ratio for H2 and C18O (H2/C18O = 107) was assumed.
6. Conclusions
In this study I have compared molecular line observations with dust continuum
emission observations and radiative transfer models to understand better the nature
of the physical and chemical state of cold cores. I obtained very di erent results
from the molecular line and dust continuum emission observations. The column
densities and therefore also densities derived from the molecular line observations,
are too small for the cores to be prestellar. The masses compared to the calculated
virial masses and Bonnor-Ebert masses from the molecular line observations also
support this.
The column densities calculated from the dust emission, however, are much
higher than the ones derived from the molecular lines and these column densities
are in line with the ones expected from a prestellar core. There is also no reason
to doubt these data. But, even with the dust emission data, there is no indication
that the investigated fields are unstable and in the verge of a collapse. Clearly,
this is an area that requires further study, and more molecular line observations
to be compared with the already acquired dust continuum data. Also, it would be
interesting to observe more molecular line transitions than just the (1-0) observed
in this study, as this would give more boundary conditions for the interpretation of
the results.
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A. Observations and data
reduction
A.1 Grid spectra for each target field and ob-
served molecular line
Figure A.1: 13CO spectra for the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the axes indicate the
o sets: the horizontal axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000). In this field our actual
center is the o set (-20, 100).
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Figure A.2: 13CO spectra for the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the axes indicate the
o sets: the horizontal axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
Figure A.3: 13CO spectra for the field G108.28+16.68, the axes indicate the o sets: the horizontal
axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
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Figure A.4: 13CO spectra for the field G161.55-9.30, the axes indicate the o sets: the horizontal
axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
Figure A.5: C18O spectra for the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the axes indicate the
o sets: the horizontal axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
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Figure A.6: C18O spectra for the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the axes indicate the
o sets: the horizontal axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
Figure A.7: C18O spectra for the field G108.28+16.68, the axes indicate the o sets: the horizontal
axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
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Figure A.8: C18O spectra for the field G161.55-9.30, the axes indicate the o sets: the horizontal
axis being  –(J2000) and vertical axis  ”(J2000).
Figure A.9: N2H+ spectrum for the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the vertical axis,
not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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Figure A.10: N2H+ spectrum for the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the vertical axis,
not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
Figure A.11: N2H+ spectrum for the field G108.28+16.68, the vertical axis, not indicated in the
picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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Figure A.12: N2H+ spectrum for the field G161.55-9.30, the vertical axis, not indicated in the
picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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A.2 Examples of individual 13CO and C18O spec-
tra
Figure A.13: Example of 13CO spectrum for the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the
vertical axis, not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
Figure A.14: Example of 13CO spectrum for the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the
vertical axis, not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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Figure A.15: Example of 13CO spectrum for the field G108.28+16.68, the vertical axis, not
indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
Figure A.16: Example of 13CO spectrum for the field G161.55-9.30, the vertical axis, not indi-
cated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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Figure A.17: Example of C18O spectrum for the northern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the
vertical axis, not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
Figure A.18: Example of C18O spectrum for the southern part of the field G131.65+9.75, the
vertical axis, not indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
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Figure A.19: Example of C18O spectrum for the field G108.28+16.68, the vertical axis, not
indicated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
Figure A.20: Example of C18O spectrum for the field G161.55-9.30, the vertical axis, not indi-
cated in the picture is the main beam temperature (K).
